
    
 

    
 

  
 

 
   
   
  
   

 

 
  
   
   
   
  

 
 

 
  
   
   
   

 

 
   
    
    

 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 
 

    
 

  
 

  
 

       
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

        
        

      
         

        
            

         
         

             
        

              
   

 
       

         
     

 

Mt. San Antonio College 
Budget Committee 

Summary of September 16, 2015 

Committee Members: 

Mike Gregoryk, Chair 
Dan Smith,Co-Chair 
Irene Malmgren 
Audrey Yamagata-Noji 

Martin Ramey Elizabeth Contreras(Student) Michael Sanetrick 
Mark Fernandez Vacant (Student) Bill Scroggins (Guest) 
Rosa Royce Justin Ott Kerry Martinez (Notes) 
Lance Heard Gary Nellesen 
Lisa Romo 

ITEM DISCUSSION/COMMENTS ACTION/OUTCOME 

1. Agenda Check Approved, as 
presented. 

2. Review Budget 
Committee Meeting 
Summary of 
September 2, 2015 

The Budget Committee Meeting Summary of September 2, 2015, was 
approved, as presented. 

Approved, as 
presented. 

3. Hear Reports from 
Vice Presidents that 
Serve on the Budget 
Committee to 
Discuss the New 
Resources 
Allocation Process 
and how Effective it 
was for them 

Irene Malmgren reported on the Instruction Team's new resources allocation 
prioritization process. She stated the divisions within Instruction come 
together and prioritize in the areas of staffing, facilities, instructional 
equipment, supplies, and lottery and look at the details of the requests. Money 
has been allocated along the way; for example; they were able to get some 
things funded in July so classes that started in August didn't have to wait until 
October. Irene said there are some things that can be fine-tuned as we go 
along but that is being done. She noted that it is easier when there's money 
to allocate because they don't have to draw such a fine line. She also noted 
that integration is the biggest change she's seen with this process along with 
the clarity of the request being in better shape than in the past. There's a 
better chance of getting things ordered and delivered on time. 

Mike Gregoryk reported on the Administrative Services Team's new resources 
allocation prioritization process. He stated Administrative Services' process 
is very similar to Instruction's; it starts with PIE. Mike's direct report managers 
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go through their PIEs and pull out their requests which could be anywhere 
from full-time positions to capital outlay items. One of the big differences in 
Administrative Services is that some of the things that come across aren't for 
the benefit of a specific department, they are institutional, not just for 
Administrative Services but for the whole college. Mike and his direct reports 
meet and prioritize each department's requests, including the items that have 
an institutional impact. Then the Vice Presidents meet with Dr. Scroggins and 
talk about institutional issues. They review and look at the items globally. 
Irene noted that the teams work together and coordinate the needs that affect 
each other, they've been able to fund things together. Lance Heard asked if 
there is a way to make sure this is captured as a practice and would it be 
helpful for the Budget Committee to document this as a best practice. Mike 
stated this is a great idea. Mark Fernandez suggested this be added to the 
section in the budget process/guideline regarding new resource allocation. 
The sub-committee working on reviewing the budget process will bring this to 
a future meeting and discuss adding this to the budget process. It was noted 
that a section for outcomes has been added to the PIE process.  Mark stated 
in the past Immediate Need Requests were also included in the discussion 
along with New Resource Allocation Requests.  Mike stated Immediate Need 
Requests have become very limited because Dr. Scroggins is looking very 
closely at these requests and asking why wasn't this in your PIE, sometimes 
they should have been put in the New Resources Allocation Requests.  Mark 
stated it would be helpful to understand how Immediate Needs are being 
submitted and how well this process is working. Irene and Mike both gave 
examples of recent Immediate Needs Requests from their areas. These items 
were unforeseen and were one-time expenses. 

Audrey Yamagata-Noji reported on the Student Services Team's new 
resources allocation prioritization process and stated it worked well. They 
used the format they received from Fiscal Services so the justification was 
there. Audrey stated the Student Services team met and everyone explained 
their internal rankings and the purpose and rationale for what they needed, 
then they voted. Audrey stated the items she would have chosen if she did it 
herself ended up being the same as what was decided upon in the end.  She 
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gave some examples of their approved requests. Mike noted that another 
thing he found about, which is of value, is when the Vice Presidents meet with 
Dr. Scroggins they really get to know each other's operations a lot better. 
They make decisions together on how they can better serve students. 

4. Review and Make 
Recommendations 
on the Findings on 
BP6200 Budget 
Preparation, BP6250 
Budget 
Management, and 
AP6250 Budget 
Management 

Dan Smith reviewed the latest version of BP6250 Budget Management and 
BP6200 Budget Preparation with the Budget Committee, which were reviewed 
and revised in Academic Senate on May 7, 2015. He asked if BP6200 is 
correct and ready to pass with the recent revisions. Budget Committee 
members reviewed BP 6200 and BP6250 and gave suggestions. Martin 
Ramey suggested consistency be used when writing % or percent. The 
committee agreed that they should be written as "percent." The third 
paragraph that was moved from BP6200 to BP6250 was noted to be 
redundant and repeats language from another paragraph in the Board Policy. 
It was noted that clarification is needed regarding the practice of maintaining 
the District's unrestricted general reserves. It should match Title V 
regulations. It was suggested that the first sentence in the last paragraph on 
BP6250 be moved up to the fourth paragraph in the document and to avoid 
redundancy in the document. Mark noted the paragraph stating "the following 
steps will be taken" should be included in AP6250 not BP6250 because it's 
not a policy. Mike suggested the Budget sub-committee review these 
documents and make revisions without undoing the work of the Academic 
Senate. Rosa noted the team now consists of Dan, Mark, Martin, and herself. 

Budget Sub-
committee will 
return at a future 
meeting with their 
recommendations. 

5. Other Business Mark Fernandez stated he was asked to find out where the money that is 
being collected in student bus fees going. It was noted that all students are 
being charged the fee but not all students are using the buses. Audrey stated 
research of the ridership was done in the pilot phase of three semesters and 
they came up with a dollar value target which represented the amount of fees 
to be charged. At this point in time they will bill the College at the end of the 
term. There is an approximate amount we are collecting and an approximate 
amount we think the costs are. The difference between these, she's not sure 
how this will be reconciled. For example; if the College had a boost in 
enrollment so we had more resources, we shouldn't be paying in all that was 
collected, we pay the base amount that they calculated. At this point our 
enrollment is flat, and based on the data they had before, we're probably right 
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on the money.  If the enrollment goes down and ridership goes up, where the 
costs go up for Foothill Transit, we then need to negotiate with them. Mike 
stated initially what the College contracted for was that Foothill Transit would 
do the calculation on the ridership and if at the end of the year we're in the 
positive then that's the College's money which will be set up in a student 
reserve for transportation. If we start losing enrollment and don't make their 
ridership number, that's on Foothill Transit and not on the College. Mike 
doesn't expect a lot of positive revenue coming out of this. 

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS 

 Review Recommendations from Budget Sub-committee Regarding BP6200, BP6250, and AP6250 

FUTURE MEETING DATES 

October 7, 2015 
October 21, 2015 
November 4, 2015 



    
 

    
 

  
 

 
   
    
  
   

 

 
  
   
   
   
  

 
 

 
  
    
   
   

 

 
   
    
    

 

  

   

 
 

 
 

 
 

    
 

  
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

        
        

         
            

    
 

 

 
   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

      
         
      

          
        

        
         

     
       

      

 

Mt. San Antonio College 
Budget Committee 

Summary of December 2, 2015 

Committee Members: 

Mike Gregoryk, Chair 
Dan Smith, Co-Chair 
Irene Malmgren 
Audrey Yamagata-Noji 

Martin Ramey Elizabeth Contreras(Student) Michael Sanetrick 
Mark Fernandez Beverly Yan (Student) Bill Scroggins (Guest) 
Rosa Royce Justin Ott Kerry Martinez (Notes) 
Lance Heard Gary Nellesen 
Lisa Romo 

ITEM DISCUSSION/COMMENTS ACTION/OUTCOME 

1. Agenda Check Approved, as 
presented. 

2. Review Budget 
Committee Meeting 
Summary of October 
21, 2015, and the 
Summary of the 
Joint Committee 
Meeting with IEC 
and Budget 
Committee on 
November 4, 2015 

The Budget Committee Meeting Summary of October 21, 2015, was 
approved, as presented. The Joint Committee Meeting Summary with IEC 
and Budget Committee on November 4, 2015, was approved as presented. It 
was noted that the posting of the final version of the minutes on both the 
Budget and Institutional Effectiveness committee's web pages should be 
coordinated. 

Approved, as 
presented. Kerry 
will contact Laura 
Martinez and 
coordinate the 
posting of the 
minutes on both 
web pages. 

3. Review the 
Approved Phase III 
(Adopted Budget) 
and Phase IV New 
Resource Allocation 
Requests 

Mike Gregoryk reviewed with the Budget Committee the spreadsheets titled 
2015-16 New Resources Allocation Requests for Phases III and IV. He noted 
that the Phase III New Resource Allocations are included in the Adopted 
Budget and to contact Rosa Royce with any questions. He reviewed the final 
total allocation in Phase IV ($1,626,220 ongoing and $12,244,725 one-time) 
and noted that these are the most important. There was also $315,317 in 
ongoing money allocated for two positions in CDCP. He stated the process 
has not changed; the divisions list their priorities in PIE, then the Vice 
Presidents prioritize their New Resource Allocation Requests, then 
President's Cabinet and Dr. Scroggins together make the allocations. Mike 
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stated the College may receive another allocation of approximately $6 million 
in January. He will be bringing a follow-up report for Phases I and II to 
President's Cabinet from Administrative Services that looks much like the 
spreadsheet for the New Resources Allocation Requests except it will have 
columns to include an explanation of how the money was spent and what the 
impact was on students. He said that Dr. Scroggins will tell him what he would 
like changed in the report and then he will bring it to Budget Committee for 
review. He thinks there is value in this. Because of the large dollar amount 
of money allocated in 2015-16 ($17 million), he thinks it is important that we 
communicate with the campus community and the College could possibly 
become a model in the state. He noted that this also ties into accreditation. 

Mark Fernandez asked about how Student Services was mentioned in the 
President's Cabinet Notes regarding there being 600 FTES less than the P2 
report. Mike said that Student Services over-estimated, and in his opinion, P2 
was submitted with an inaccurate calculation. The College thought they were 
close and were making decisions based on P2, equal to $3 million. The 
College only allocates when funded but they were thinking about how this 
money could be spent. There are new procedures in place to prevent this 
from happening again. For 2015-16 the College's goal is the cap growth point 
which is 3.83%. The College knows it will hire 15 full-time faculty positions 
based on this calculation. As we move towards 2016-17 we will hire 12 more 
full-time faculty positions with growth dollars in order to meet the full-time 
faculty obligation (FON). All of these positions are ongoing, a total of 27 full-
time faculty positions. 

Mike asked the Budget Committee to contact Rosa with any questions or 
Kerry if they would like to bring this item back on a future Agenda. 

4. Discuss the 
Importance of 
Budget Committee 
Members Sharing 
Budget Committee 
Information with 

Mike stated there was a discussion last week in President's Cabinet about 
how committee members can better communicate with their constituent 
groups. They were looking at various ideas. Mike shared that Administrative 
Services is developing a "Briefs" document that will go out in the form of an 
email announcement to the campus. This announcement will list the various 
projects that are happening in each department in Administrative Services. It 
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Their Constituents, 
Possibly Implement 
"Budget Committee 
Briefs" 

will be a quick read with links as needed. Mike suggested the Budget 
Committee report back to their constituent groups.  Mark said that CSEA 262 
does have a difficult time getting reports from their representatives. He asked 
Mike if he could ask in President's Cabinet for release time so that the 
representatives can get together to report back and develop a means to 
communicate back to the campus. Mike agreed to bring this to President's 
Cabinet. He suggested that Budget Committee develop a "Budget Briefs" 
document also. 

5. Compare Previous 
Year's Adopted 
Budget to Previous 
Year's Actual 
Expenditures, 
Compare Previous 
Year's Adopted 
Budget to Current 
Year's Adopted 
Budget, and Budget 
Definitions (Rosa) 

Rosa reviewed the spreadsheet titled 2014-15 Adopted Budget Versus 2014-
15 Actuals - Unrestricted General Fund with the Budget Committee. She 
noted the variances throughout the year and explained the positive variance 
balance of $18 million. Rosa then reviewed the spreadsheet titled 2014-15 
Adopted Budget Versus 2015-16 Adopted Budget and noted the differences 
between the two budgets and the areas where the budget has changed. Mike 
explained the differences in the unassigned fund balance. Mark asked that 
an easier explanation be given explaining how the changed in the unassigned 
fund balance happened. Mike asked Rosa to email the explanation to the 
Budget Committee members. Rosa reviewed a document titled Budget 
Definitions with the Budget Committee. She gave some examples. It was 
suggested adding a sentence in front of each definition, or turn around the 
order, in explaining the definition versus operational. Rosa agreed to correct 
the definitions as suggested. 

6. Discuss Budget 
Committee Meeting 
Dates 

The Budget Committee discussed future meeting dates. They agreed to 
cancel the December 16, 2015, and January 6, 2016, meetings but would like 
to have a meeting in January during the Winter Intersession. The Budget 
Committee agreed to meet on January 20, 2016, and then resume meeting 
on the first and third Wednesdays of each month beginning in March. Rosa 
noted the Governor's Proposed Budget will be released on January 10, 2016. 
Mark suggested the Budget Sub-Committee meet in January and February 
during the Winter Intersession. 
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FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS 

 Review the Governor's 2016-17 Proposed Budget 

FUTURE MEETING DATES 

January 20, 2016 
February 3, 2016 
February 17, 2016 
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